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1. The Flasher. also known as the 
driver who constantly feels the 
need to use his light saber to get 
his or her way. this driver will follow 
you closely and flash his or her 
lights at you till you give way (even 
if you’re following the speed limit).

2. The Multitasker. You’ll recognise 
this driver who seems to be unbear-
ably slow because he or she is 
either wolfing down a burger while 
texting, or applying make-up while 
making a turn at the junction. 

3. The Accident Onlooker. this is 
probably the cause of most traffic 

Modify the muffler. let everyone 
know that your four-banger is the 
best thing in the world. it doesn’t 
matter if the sound is ear-shattering 
to other people, but don’t take it 
personally if you get dirty looks.

Booming speakers. You love  
your music, and you love it loud. 
install a high performance sound 
system and make sure that you 
lower the windows as you meander 
through traffic.

Spoilers. Who cares if the Kancil 
behind you can’t see past your 
enormous spoiler? You have great 
speed and that’s what counts.

Replace the headlights. add 
those glaringly white lights that 
can potentially blind other drivers 
and compromise their safety. make 
use of them at night when you’re 
speeding down the highway and 
flashing them to get those slow 
coaches out of your way.

Highlighter colours. Choose the 
ugliest neon shades that make your 
car stand out like a sore thumb. at 
least you’ll give the other drivers 
something to laugh about to pass 
time in traffic.

O N  T H E  D E f E N c E

Defensive driving is where drivers 
can avoid possible collisions. 
the practice includes learning 
to anticipate danger, predicting 
the actions of other drivers, and 
being mindful while driving. here 
are some defensive driving tips to 
adopt while you’re on the road:

Plan for the unexpected. Be aware 
of your surroundings, and make 
sure that you have enough time 
and space to respond to a potential 
hazard, like a cow that’s about to 
cross the road (applicable if you’re 
driving around Sentul).

Usage of mirrors. follow the 
“triangle” rule (rear-view mirror, 
right mirror, left mirror, repeat). 
Don’t stay focused on an object 
for more than two seconds or risk 
missing a potential danger ahead.

Maintain a safe following 
distance. though many neglect 
this practice, we can’t emphasise 
enough that you should always 
maintain a distance the size of car 
between you and the driver who’s 
in front of you. When the vehicle in 
front of you passes a fixed object 
(such as a tree or a signboard), start 
counting “one thousand one, one 
thousand two, one thousand three, 
one thousand four”. if you reach 
the same fixed object before “one 
thousand four”, you are too close.

No jack-knifing. this is a common 
shenanigan among malaysian 
drivers who drive too fast and end 
up slamming on the brakes too 
hard during an emergency. avoid 
this at all costs to prevent you from 
ruining someone else’s bumper, 
and day. 

Respect other road users. You’re 
not the only one who needs to rush 
to the office. Respect other drivers, 
give way, and signal when turning 
or stopping.

f O O L-P R O O f  T R I c KS 
T O  M A K E  YO U  T H E 
B E S T  R I D E  T H AT  S H E ’S 
E V E R  H A D

Be a safe driver. Women want to 
be in a car with a man who doesn’t 
put her life on the line just to be an 
imaginary racer.

Avoid sharp turns. highly 
inadvisable when she’s reapplying 
her lipstick.

Keep your cool. Don’t scare the 
hell out of her by yelling at other 
inconsiderate drivers. Be a man, 
stay calm, and shake it off. unless, 
she’s the one doing the yelling; 
then congrats, you’re a match 
made in heaven.

Reverse park. there’s just 
something sexy about a guy who 
can reverse park into the most 
seemingly difficult corners. this 
doesn’t count if you have a car 
with a self-parking feature.

Know where you’re going. Know 
the major highways, know how 
to use them, and know when to 
consult Waze. and seriously, have 
the cojones to ask for directions if 
you’re lost, dammit.

JA z z  U P  YO U R  R I D E 
( YO U ' L L  L O O K ,  L I K E ,  R E A L LY  c O O L .  O R  N O T )

jams in Kl. it may not even be an 
accident (e.g. a stalled lorry), but 
malaysians are true to their nosy 
nature and will insist on slowing 
down to gawk. Even if the accident 
takes place on the far reaches of 
the road, this particular group of 
drivers will not hesitate to kay-
poh—without offering any form 
of help.

4. The Incessant Honker. this 
driver will honk mercilessly, even 
if it isn’t your fault, or when impa-
tience gets the better of him or her. 
Sometimes, he or she may take 
things personally and stare at you 

with those laser eyes after you’ve 
honked back. the funny part? When 
the bravado act stems from a little 
myvi fart.

5. The Reverse Psychic. the signal 
indicators are probably missing 
from his or her car because this 
particular driver expects the entire 
world to read his or her mind 
when it comes to making a turn 
or switching lanes. if you’re a pas-
senger of said driver, do us a favour 
and slap him or her.

6. The Double Parker. Everyone un-
derstands that malaysia is getting a 

little congested. But if you double 
park without leaving a note stating 
your contact number, you should 
fully expect us to break the window, 
push your handbrake down and roll 
your car to one side.

7. The Dazed and Confused. how 
to spot this species: extremely slow 
driving, switches indicators con-
stantly, and habitual peering at the 
gPS. note: if you really don’t know 
where you’re going, or if you’re 
lost, pull over and check your gPS. 
Better still, ask a local for directions 
and plan your journey.

B E S T  D R I V I N G 
P R Ac T I c E S

Prep before driving. it’s best to 
check your lights, engine oil, tyres, 
indicators and brakes before you 
begin driving. these are the little 
things that could make or break 
your journey (and safety).

Monitor your “blind spot”. it’s 
easy to forget that you have a blind 
spot. Constantly check to see if 
there are vehicles or animals in your 
blind spot and safely avoid them to 
prevent accidents.

Always buckle up. there are jack-
knifers out there who may cause 
you (or your passenger) to fly out of 
your seat in the event of emergency 
braking. if you have a child with 
you, make sure he or she is buckled 
up too. 

Don’t ignore pedestrians and 
cyclists. it’s annoying (and terribly 
unsafe) when cars speed by the 
zebra crossing when someone is 
crossing it. Plus, if you do hit some-
one who is crossing a designated 
zebra crossing, you could land in 
serious trouble.

Give in. Yes, we know the stream 
of motorcyclists who hog the  
space between the middle and  
the fast lane, when they should  
be in the left lane. Since this is the  
case in malaysia, make sure there 
are no motorcyclists in view before 
switching lanes.

How to drive
this is not exactly your too Fast, too Furious guide to driving in the city, but it’s not 

meant to be. With so many devil-may-care drivers terrorising our congested highways, 
here’s a guide to help steer you away from dangerous driving.

M A L AY S I A N  D R I V E R S  1 0 1
Malaysia is notorious for its incorrigible drivers. Don’t pretend that you’re not one of them.
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